Abstract-Contact maps are a model to capture the core information in the structure of biological molecules, e.g., proteins. A contact map consists of an ordered set S of elements (representing a protein's sequence of amino acids), and a set A of element pairs of S, called arcs (representing amino acids which are closely neighbored in the structure). Given two contact maps ðS; AÞ and ðS p ; A p Þ with jAj ! jA p j, the CONTACT MAP PATTERN MATCHING (CMPM) problem asks whether the "pattern" ðS p ; A p Þ "occurs" in ðS; AÞ, i.e., informally stated, whether there is a subset of jA p j arcs in A whose arc structure coincides with A p . CMPM captures the biological question of finding structural motifs in protein structures. In general, CMPM is NP-hard. In this paper, we show that CMPM is solvable in OðjAj 6 jA p j 2 Þ time when the pattern is f<; Þ ðg-structured, i.e., when each two arcs in the pattern are disjoint or crossing. Our algorithm extends to other closely related models. In particular, it answers an open question raised by Vialette that, rephrased in terms of contact maps, asked whether CMPM for f<; Þ ðg-structured patterns is NP-hard or solvable in polynomial time. Our result stands in sharp contrast to the NP-hardness of closely related problems. We provide experimental results which show that contact maps derived from real protein structures can be processed efficiently.
INTRODUCTION
S INCE the function of biological molecules is highly associated with their three-dimensional structure, structure analysis is an important area of computational biology. Combinatorial models have been developed to capture the structure of molecules, e.g., contact maps for protein structure analysis [10] and arc annotations for RNA structure analysis [17] . By focusing the following on proteins, we find that experimentally determined structural information is available for a large number of proteins [3] . A goal in the analysis of this huge amount of data is to group proteins which are in some way similar since, then, these proteins are susceptible to share a common function. Databases providing such an organization of protein domains [2] , [15] , [16] , [18] base their classification in large part on sequence similarity. Organizing protein domains according to their structure instead is a task that, in many cases, still involves human interaction [15] . The focus of this paper is to consider the classification of protein structures based on structure information only. For an overview on methods for protein structure comparison, see [7] . In contrast to assessing the global similarity of two proteins as most methods do, here we consider proteins to belong to the same class if they share a structural feature, even if their primary sequence may not be similar and even if their structures also contain additional nonsimilar parts. Moreover, we allow the structural features to be formed by amino acids which are not necessarily contiguous in the protein sequence. Our motivation is the fact that the function of a protein is often mainly determined by a structural core which is formed by a subset of amino acids which are sparsely distributed over the whole sequence. We obtain a computational question which can be phrased as the structural version of a pattern matching problem: Given a protein structure and a structural pattern, does the pattern occur in the structure? Here, we study this kind of pattern matching problem for the model of contact maps and a special class of patterns.
Problem Definition
A contact map ðS; AÞ consists of an ordered set S and a set A ¼ f ðe l ; e r Þ j e l ; e r 2 S; e l < e r g. Each pair in A is referred to as an arc and, consequently, A is called arc set. Given two contact maps ðS; AÞ and ðS p ; A p Þ with jS p j < jSj, we say that ðS p ; A p Þ occurs in ðS; AÞ if there is a one-to-one mapping M of S p to a size-jS p j subset of S such that, for e; e 0 2 S p , we have both e < e 0 ) MðeÞ < Mðe 0 Þ and ðe; e 0 Þ 2 A p ) ðMðeÞ; Mðe 0 ÞÞ 2 A. Then, the central problem of this paper is given as follows:
CONTACT MAP PATTERN MATCHING (CMPM) Given: Contact maps ðS; AÞ and ðS p ; A p Þ. Question: Does ðS p ; A p Þ occur in ðS; AÞ?
An illustration of a yes-instance of CMPM is given in Fig. 1 . We refer to ðS p ; A p Þ as the pattern and we abbreviate n :¼ jAj and m :¼ jA p j. From the order of elements in S, we can, in a natural way, derive binary relations between arcs. For a; a 0 2 A with a ¼ ðe l ; e r Þ and a 0 ¼ ðe 0 l ; e 0 r Þ, we say that a < a 0 (a precedes a 0 ) iff e l < e r < e 0 l < e 0 r . We say that a u a 0 (a is nested in a 0 ) iff e 0 l < e l < e r < e 0 r . Finally, we say that a Þ ð a 0 (a crosses a 0 ) iff e l < e 0 l < e r < e 0 r . A contact map is f<; Þ ð g-structured if for each two arcs a and a 0 , either the preceding-relation or the crossing-relation applies, i.e., a < a 0 , a 0 < a, a Þ ð a 0 , or a 0 Þ ð a; other restricted contact map classes are defined analogously.
Previous Work
In general, CMPM is NP-complete, which can be shown in analogy to [8] where a somewhat different model is used.
The model of contact maps received particular attention when used for computing the similarity of two proteins, formalized as the question for a maximum-size pattern that occurs in both given contact maps [10] , [13] .
Vialette [19] studied a problem closely related to CMPM in the area of RNA structure comparison [19] . His results imply, among others, that CMPM is NP-hard for f u ; Þ ðg-structured patterns, and is solvable in Oðn 2 Þ time (in Oðn 2 log nÞ time) for f u g-structured (fÞ ðg-structured) patterns. CMPM for f<; u g-structured patterns is solvable in quadratic time [9] . A summary of some results is given in Table 1 . It remained an open question, raised by Vialette [19] , whether-rephrased in terms of contact maps-CMPM for f u ; Þ ðg-structured patterns is solvable in polynomial time.
New Contributions
In this paper, we answer this open question positively by presenting a polynomial-time algorithm for CMPM with f<; Þ ðg-structured patterns. The algorithm relies on an involved realization of the dynamic programming principle and has Oðn 6 m 2 Þ running time. Due to heuristic improvements, the algorithm is faster in practice than this worst-case bound suggests. To show this, we report on experiments with simulated contact maps and ones derived from real protein structure domains. Our results show that realistic data sets can be processed efficiently.
Our algorithm solves a problem that lies at the border of those CMPM versions that are still solvable in polynomial time, in contrast to closely related ones which are already NP-hard (see Table 1 ). We show that our algorithm generalizes from contact maps to closely related models, in particular to 2-interval sets as discussed by Vialette [19] . Moreover, we show how our result can be used to give a fixed-parameter algorithm for a special case of the CON-TACT MAP OVERLAP problem. More precisely, we ask for a maximum-size f<; Þ ðg-structured pattern occurring in two given contact maps or 2-interval patterns. We show that this problem is fixed-parameter tractable with respect to the length of the shared pattern as parameter. For 2-interval sets, it was recently established that this question is NPhard [4] . Notably, our algorithm only poses a constraint on the pattern, while no constraint is posed onto the contact map in which we search the pattern as it was done, e.g., to define special cases of CONTACT MAP OVERLAP in [10] .
The observation that basic secondary structure elements, like alpha helices and antiparallel beta sheets, exhibit f<; Þ ðg-structured patterns supports the significance of this natural class of pattern structures in proteins. Moreover, in combination with the polynomial-time algorithm for CMPM restricted to f<; u g-structured patterns [9] , our algorithm provides an important building stone for further results.
ADDITIONAL NOTATION
As a convention, we use A p ¼ fp 0 ; . . . ; p mÀ1 g to denote the arc set of the pattern and we use A ¼ fa 0 ; . . . ; a nÀ1 g for the arc set of the contact map in which we search the pattern. We assume that both sets are ordered increasingly by their right endpoints and, if some arcs have the same right endpoint, subsequently, by their left endpoints; this order, if not existing, can be obtained for A in OðjAj log jAjÞ time. This order also implies a predecessor relation between arcs. In the following, we introduce the concepts of anchors and windows, defined for the arc set of f<; Þ ðg-structured patterns, which will be essential for stating our algorithm. The concept of arc windows is illustrated in Fig. 2b . We say that a contact map ðS; AÞ is connected if there is no bipartition of A into two nonempty subsets A 1 and A 2 such that arcs from A 1 do not cross with arcs from A 2 . For an easier exposition, we assume in the following that the arc set of the pattern is connected. Further, we assume that in the pattern ðS p ; A p Þ, every element in S p is the endpoint of an arc in A p . Both assumptions are made without loss of generality.
We will consistently use the following conventions for choosing arc indices. By p i we denote the currently considered pattern arc. Then, a r and a s are used for potential matches in A for p iÀ1 and p i , respectively. We use a cr and a cs for the potential matches in A for anchorðp iÀ1 Þ and anchorðp i Þ, respectively; if only one of the two is relevant, we use a c instead. We use a w1 and a w2 for the potential matches in A for p jÀ1 and p j , respectively, when the j-window of p i is under consideration; if one of a w 1 or a w 2 is already given by one of the above conventions, we use a w for the remaining arc.
DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM
In this section, we present an algorithm solving CMPM restricted to f<; Þ ðg-structured patterns. We describe the algorithm in top-down fashion, explaining data structures and an overview in Section 3.1 and give the details of the dynamic programming steps in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3. Section 3.4 states the running time and the correctness of the algorithm.
Overview and Data Structures
The algorithm processes the pattern arcs in ascending order. When processing pattern arc p i , the goal of the algorithm is to determine whether there is an occurrence of the pattern up to arc p i . To answer this question, the algorithm computes sets T i which are defined as follows:
. The set T i contains all pairs ðc; sÞ, 0 c < s n À 1, such that A p ½anchorðiÞ; i matches A½c; s. More explicitly, T i provides information on whether there is an occurrence of fp 0 ; p 1 ; . . . ; p i g in which anchorðp i Þ is mapped to a c and p i is mapped to a s . Thus, the entries ðÁ; sÞ in T i give possible matches for the anchor of pattern arc p i when we map p i to a s . To ðc; sÞ 2 T i , we refer as a witness pair for an occurrence of A p ½anchorðiÞ; i. There is an occurrence of the pattern up to arc p i iff T i is nonempty. As we explain below, T i can, in certain situations, be computed based on T iÀ1 alone. There are, however, situations in which knowing T iÀ1 is not sufficient to compute T i . To also be able to handle these situations, we introduce an additional set S i , defined below. Then, we will show in the following sections that T i can be computed based on T iÀ1 and S iÀ1 in all situations. Moreover, S i can be computed based on T i and S iÀ1 , enabling us to compute T i and S i in an inductive way:
. The set S i contains all tuples ðc s ; w 1 ; w 2 ; s; jÞ with 0 c s w 1 < w 2 s n À 1 and anchorðiÞ < j i such that A p ½anchorðiÞ; j À 1; j; i matches A½c s ; w 1 ; w 2 ; s. More explicitly, S i provides information on whether there is an occurrence of fp 0 ; p 1 ; . . . ; p i g in which -p anchorðiÞ is mapped to a c s , -p jÀ1 is mapped to a w 1 , -p j is mapped to a w 2 , and -p i is mapped to a s . More intuitively, the entries ðÁ; Á; Á; s; ÁÞ in S i provide possible matches for the windows of pattern arc p i when we map p i to a s . If ðc s ; w 1 ; w 2 ; s; jÞ 2 S i , then we refer to the arc triple ðw 1 ; w 2 ; sÞ as a witness triple for an occurrence of A p ½j À 1; j; i. In fact, set S i is a refinement of set T i as the elements of T i can be easily obtained from S i . For the sake of a clearer exposition of our algorithm and since it is more efficient in its implementation, we choose to compute these sets separately.
The algorithm computes sets T i and S i in the order of ascending values of i. The algorithm has an initialization phase that computes the sets T 1 and S 1 : Set T 1 contains all ðc; sÞ, 0 c < s n À 1, such that a c Þ ð a s . Since p 0 is necessarily the anchor of p 1 and since ðp 0 ; p 1 Þ constitutes the only window of arc p 1 , set S 1 contains all tuples ðc; c; s; s; 1Þ for which ðc; sÞ 2 T 1 . The dynamic programming phase of the algorithm, then, computes T i and S i for i > 1.
In its dynamic programming phase, the algorithm iterates over ascending values of i; i ¼ 2; . . . ; m À 1, and computes, for each of them, set T i and, subsequently, set S i . The following two sections explain how this computation is done in an efficient way, Section 3.2 explaining the computation of T i and Section 3.3 explaining the computation of S i . Having computed sets T i for all 1 i < m, the algorithm reports that the pattern is found when T mÀ1 is nonempty.
Matching Pattern Anchors
In this section, we show how we compute for a given p i 2 A p , i > 1, the set T i , based on the knowledge of sets T iÀ1 and S iÀ1 . The corresponding procedure in pseudocode is given in Fig. 6 .
To compute T i , the algorithm considers every arc a s 2 A and computes entries ðÁ; sÞ in T i , i.e., possible matches of anchorðp i Þ while mapping p i to a s . We distinguish two situations concerning p i which are treated separately by the algorithm:
For each of these cases, we describe in the following how entries ðÁ; sÞ in T i are computed.
(Case a). In this case, to determine whether there is an occurrence of A½p 0 ; . . . ; p i in A which maps p i to a s , we only need to know possible witness pairs ðc; rÞ 2 T iÀ1 for an occurrence of A p ½anchorði À 1Þ; i À 1. Therefore, for any ðc; rÞ 2 T iÀ1 , if a s "relates correctly" to a c and a r , we can infer that a s is a "correct match" for p i . This is illustrated by an example shown in Fig. 4 and leads to the following steps in the algorithm.
We consider all witness pairs ðc; rÞ 2 T iÀ1 for an occurrence of A p ½anchorði À 1Þ; i À 1. If a s "relates correctly" to a c and a r , i.e., crossða c ; a r ; a s Þ, we add ðc; sÞ to T i . Having considered all possible matches a s for p i and all witness pairs ða c ; a r Þ for an occurrence of A p ½anchorði À 1Þ; i À 1, the resulting set is the final set T i . Thus, for the computation of T i in this case, we iterate, in the worst case, over all possible choices of a c ; a r ; a s 2 A.
(Case b). In this case, we observe that p i does not share its anchor with its predecessor, as it did in (Case a), but is "anchored" within a window of its predecessor. Therefore, here, it is necessary to know possible matches for the particular window. This window is formed by p ðanchorðiÞÀ1Þ and p anchorðiÞ and the corresponding matches are given by witness triples ðw 1 ; w 2 ; rÞ for an occurrence of A p ½anchorðiÞ À 1; anchorðiÞ; i À 1. Therefore, for any witness triple ðw 1 ; w 2 ; rÞ, if a s "relates correctly" to a w 1 , a w 2 , and a r , we can infer that a s is a "correct match" for p i . This is illustrated by an example shown in Fig. 5 and leads to the following steps in the algorithm.
We Fig. 6 , Function computeAnchorðw 1 ; w 2 ; r; anchorðiÞ; i À 1Þ to return the minimum c-i.e., a c has minimum right endpoint -such that A p ½anchorði À 1Þ; anchorðiÞ À 1; anchorðiÞ; i À 1 matches A½c; w 1 ; w 2 ; r. This value of c satisfies ðc; w 1 ; w 2 ; r; anchorðiÞÞ 2 S iÀ1 as required. Moreover, this value of c can be determined in constant time: As will become evident in the following section, we can maintain, during the computation of set S iÀ1 , an array that keeps, for every combination of a w 1 ; a w 2 ; a r 2 A, track of the minimum value c having the described property. In summary, for the computation of T i in (Case b), we iterate, in the worst case, over all possible choices of a w 1 ; a w 2 ; a r ; a s 2 A.
Matching Pattern Windows
In this section, we show how we compute, for a given p i 2 A p , i > 1, the set S i based on the knowledge of sets S iÀ1 and T i . The corresponding pseudocode is given in Fig. 7 .
We compute the set S i in "slices"
Procedure matchWindowsða c r ; a c s ; a r ; a s ; iÞ computes the set S 0 i S i of 5-tuples ðc s ; w 1 ; w 2 ; s; jÞ for which A p ½anchorði À 1Þ; anchorðiÞ; j À 1; j; i À 1; i matches A½c r ; c s ; w 1 ; w 2 ; r; s; ð2Þ with anchorðiÞ < j i. Herein, a w1 and a w2 are referred to as a window match of the j-window of p i . Iterating over all possible choices of a c r , a c s , a r , and a s , we then obtain all "slices" of S i . This slice-wise computation of S i allows us to conveniently interleave the computation of S i with the computation of T i . In the following, we describe, first, how 1 . In the following, we also refer to this condition as "equation" as the matching relation can be seen as an appropriately defined form of equality. Instead of enumerating all possible values of a c r , a c s , a r , and a s in order to find, for a given p i , all values which satisfy (1), we observe that we already obtain these values in the process of computing T i . Namely, if (1) is satisfied, then Procedure matchAnchor() adds ðc s ; sÞ to T i while matching A p ½anchorði À 1Þ; i À 1 to A½c r ; r. Therefore, we call matchWindows() exactly when ðc s ; sÞ is added to T i , either in (Case a) or in (Case b). Now, we explain how Procedure matchWindows() works. To this end, we introduce additional notation. With respect to the arc matches determined by (1)-these arc matches are given by the arguments of Procedure matchWindows()-we call a pair ðw; jÞ for a w 2 A and anchorðiÞ j < i reachable from ðc s ; anchorðiÞÞ if there exists w h for every h ¼ anchorðiÞ; anchorðiÞ þ 1; . . . ; j, such that (1) holds while mapping p h to a w h for all these h. These reachable pairs determine the 5-tuples of the set S 0 i to be constructed, as will be indicated in the following. For this section, the term reachable is understood as reachable with regard to (1), also when not explicitly stated.
We compute the pairs which are reachable in an inductive way and store them in set R i . More precisely, the induction starts with pair ðc s ; anchorðiÞÞ which belongs to R i in any case. Then, we loop through integers j with anchorðiÞ < j < i in ascending order. For a given j, we iterate over all pairs a w 1 ; a w 2 2 A with crossða c s ; a w 1 ; a w 2 ; a s Þ, and add ða w2 ; jÞ to R i if the following two conditions are met: 1) ðw 1 ; j À 1Þ is already in R i , i.e., is reachable from ðc s ; anchorðiÞÞ; intuitively, this makes sure that the match mapping p jÀ1 to a w1 "relates correctly" to the match mapping p anchorðiÞ to a cs . 2) ðc r ; w 1 ; w 2 ; r; jÞ 2 S iÀ1 ; intuitively, this makes sure that the match mapping p j to a w 2 "relates correctly" to the match mapping p iÀ1 to a r . Now, we are ready to compute those window matches a w1 and a w2 (more precisely, the tuples ðc s ; w 1 ; w 2 ; s; jÞ) for which (2) is satisfied. With j < i, intuitively, we are looking for the window matches which are "embraced" by the matches which map p anchorðiÞ to a cs and p iÀ1 to a r . Tuple ðc s ; w 1 ; w 2 ; s; jÞ, for anchorðiÞ < j i À 1, is added to S In summary, this section showed how to compute the window matches of pattern arc p i based on the known window matches of pattern arc p iÀ1 .
Each call to matchWindows() iterates over all choices of a w 1 and a w 2 and all choices of j-windows for the current pattern arc; therefore, its running time can be bounded by Oðn 2 mÞ.
Running Time and Correctness
The running time and correctness of the algorithm presented in Section 3.1 to Section 3.3 is summarized in the following theorem: Proof. We distinguish two cases depending on arc p i of the pattern, namely, (Case a) anchorðiÞ ¼ anchorði À 1Þ and (Case b) anchorðiÞ > anchorði À 1Þ. For each of these cases, we show, on the one hand, that it is correct whenever the algorithm adds an arc pair to T i and, on the other hand, that the algorithm adds all arc pairs to T i that belong to T i by its definition. (Case a) anchorðiÞ ¼ anchorði À 1Þ: By definition of T i , ðc; sÞ 2 T i iff A p ½anchorðiÞ; i matches A½c; s. This implies that there is also a r 2 A such that A p ½anchorðiÞ; i À 1; i matches A½c; r; s. On the one hand, the algorithm adds ðc; sÞ to the set T i , if it finds an a r 2 A such that ðc; rÞ 2 T iÀ1 and such that a c , a r , and a s , c < r < s, are all pairwisely crossing. If ðc; rÞ 2 T iÀ1 and assuming that T iÀ1 is computed correctly, there is a mapping M from fp 0 ; . . . ; p iÀ1 g to A by which A p ½anchorðiÞ; i À 1 matches A½c; r. We extend M by mapping p i to a s , thus showing that A p ½anchorðiÞ; i À 1; i matches A½c; r; s. This shows that it is correct to add ðc; sÞ to T i . On the other hand, since the algorithm investigates all possible choices of a c , a r , and a s , it also finds all a c for which A p ½anchorðiÞ; i matches A½c; s.
(Case b) anchorðiÞ > anchorði À 1Þ: By definition of T i , ðc s ; sÞ 2 T i iff A p ½anchorðiÞ; i matches A½c s ; s. Then, there are also a cr ; a w ; a r 2 A such that the following is satisfied:
A p ½anchorði À 1Þ; anchorðiÞ À 1; anchorðiÞ; i À 1; i matches A½c r ; w; c s ; r; s:
Let c Ã r denote the minimum value of c r , i.e., a c r has a minimum right endpoint, for which this condition holds with a given choice of w, c s , r, and s.
On the one hand, the algorithm adds ðc s ; sÞ to the set T i only if it finds a c r ; a w ; a r 2 A such that 1) ðp anchorðiÞÀ1 ; p anchorðiÞ ; p iÀ1 ; p i Þ matches ða w ; a c s ; a r ; a s Þ and 2) such that ðc r ; w; c s ; r; anchorðiÞÞ 2 S iÀ1 . Assuming that S iÀ1 is computed correctly, Item 2 implies that there is a mapping M from fp 0 ; . . . ; p iÀ1 g to A by which A p ½anchorði À 1Þ; anchorðiÞ À 1; anchorðiÞ; i À 1 matches A½c r ; w; c s ; r. Since Item 1 implies that crossða cs ; a r ; a s Þ but a w precedes a s , we can extend M by mapping p i to a s , thus showing that (3) is satisfied. Therefore, it is correct to put ðc s ; sÞ into T i . On the other hand, the algorithm investigates all possible choices of a w , a cs , a r , and a s . For each of these choices, it determines, if Proof. We show that the algorithm adds ðc s ; w 1 ; w 2 ; s; jÞ to S i , with anchorðiÞ < j i, iff A p ½anchorðiÞ; j À 1; j; i matches A½c s ; w 1 ; w 2 ; s. ð)Þ Set S i is computed by Procedure matchWindows(). The arc tuple ðc s ; w 1 ; w 2 ; s; jÞ is only added to S i when a call matchWindowsða cr ; a cs ; a r ; a s ; p i Þ is made. From the computation of T i and with Lemma 3.2, it follows from this call that the following applies:
A p ½anchorði À 1Þ; anchorðiÞ; i À 1; i matches A½c r ; c s ; r; s:
More precisely, ðc s ; w 1 ; w 2 ; s; jÞ is added to S i iff either j ¼ i, w 1 ¼ r, and w 2 ¼ s, or if j < i and the following conditions apply: 1) ðc r ; w 1 ; w 2 ; r; jÞ 2 S iÀ1 and 2) ðw 1 ; j À 1Þ is reachable with respect to (4).
In the following, we will show in each of these cases that A p ½anchorði À 1Þ; anchorðiÞ; j À 1; j; i À 1; i matches A½c r ; c s ; w 1 ; w 2 ; r; s; ð5Þ which shows that ðc s ; w 1 ; w 2 ; s; jÞ belongs to S i by definition. If j ¼ i, w 1 ¼ r, and w 2 ¼ s, then (5) follows immediately from (4). Therefore, we focus our analysis on the remaining case that anchorðiÞ < j < i.
From Condition 1 and the assumption that S iÀ1 is computed correctly, we conclude that there exists a mapping M a from fp 0 ; . . . ; p iÀ1 g to A with the following properties:
From Condition 2, we conclude that there exists a mapping M b from fp 0 ; . . . ; p jÀ1 g [ fp iÀ1 ; p i g to A with the following properties:
and M b to a mapping M from fp 0 ; . . . ; p i g to A in the following way:
The resulting mapping M shows that (5) is satisfied and, consequently, that
APPLICATIONS
In the following, we discuss the application of the presented algorithm to two closely related problems, namely, PATTERN MATCHING OVER 2-INTERVAL SET and CONTACT MAP OVERLAP.
Pattern Matching Over 2-Interval Set
Vialette [19] introduced 2-interval sets in the context of RNA structure analysis. An interval is given as ½i l ; i r with positive integers i l < i r . A 2-interval set is then a pair ðI; AÞ, where I, in contrast to S in the definition of contact maps, is a set of intervals. Consequently, A is a set of interval pairs. While, in general, intervals may overlap, intervals paired by an "arc" of A are not allowed to overlap. We specify a partial order on the intervals, saying that two intervals i ¼ ½i l ; i r and i 0 ¼ ½i Using these adapted definitions, the algorithm presented in Sections 3.1 to 3.3 can be directly applied, showing: Corollary 4.1. PATTERN MATCHING OVER 2-INTERVAL SET restricted to f< ; Þ ðg-structured patterns (as defined in [19] ) is solvable in polynomial time.
Contact Map Overlap
Given two contact maps ðS 1 ; A 1 Þ and ðS 2 ; A 2 Þ with n :¼ maxðjA 1 j; jA 2 jÞ, the MAXIMUM CONTACT MAP OVER-LAP (CMO) problem asks for a maximum-size contact map ðS p ; A p Þ that occurs both in A 1 and in A 2 . As usual, we denote m :¼ jA p j. The CMO problem is in general NP-hard and has been studied by giving polynomial-time algorithms for special cases [10] , by applying integer linear programming [13] , or evolutionary programming [14] . Here, we restrict CMO to f< ; Þ ð g-structured overlaps, which requires that ðS p ; A p Þ is f<; Þ ð g-structured. With Theorem 3.1 and its generalization outlined in Section 4, we can show that CMO restricted to f< ; Þ ð g-structured overlaps is fixed-parameter tractable with respect to parameter m, i.e., it is solvable in fðmÞ Á polyðn; mÞ time for some function f depending only on m (for background on parameterized complexity refer to [6] ): Theorem 4.2. The CONTACT MAP OVERLAP problem restricted to f<; Þ ð g-structured patterns is solvable in Oð3 m Á n 6 m 2 Þ time.
Proof. We give the following enumerative algorithm for CONTACT MAP OVERLAP restricted to f<; Þ ð g-structured patterns, which applies ideas that were also used, in a somewhat different setting, in [1] : 1) We generate all possible size-m contact maps ðf1; . . . ; 2mg; A p Þ which have f<; Þ ð g-structure.
2) For each of the generated candidate patterns, we test whether A p occurs in both given contact maps; this test is done by the algorithm presented in Sections 3.1 to 3.3. Thus, to achieve the claimed running time, it remains to show that there are at most 3 m candidate patterns. It is crucial here to notice that there is a oneto-one correspondence between f<; Þ ð g-structures and Dyck languages [11] . More precisely, a length-l Dyck word w over the alphabet of opening and closing brackets translates to a f<; Þ ð g-structured contact map ðf1; . . . ; lg; A p Þ in which A p contains an arc ði; jÞ if there is some integer r such that w½i contains the rth opening bracket in w and w½j contains the rth closing bracket in w. Vice versa, a f<; Þ ð g-structured contact map ðf1; . . . ; lg; A p Þ translates to a Dyck word w of length l by setting w½i, i ¼ 1; . . . l, to an opening bracket if A p contains an arc ði; jÞ, i < j; otherwise, we set w½i to a closing bracket.
As explained in [1] , proof of Theorem 1, the number of Dyck words of length m is determined by the Catalan numbers and can be bounded by 3 m . Together with the running time of the algorithm presented in Sections 3.1 to 3.3, this yields the claim.
t u Notably, the presented solution for CMO only places constraints on the shared pattern structure, while the algorithms for CMO presented in [10] place constraints on the structures of the input contact maps.
An analogue to CMO with f<; Þ ð g-structured patterns, using the model of 2-interval sets instead of contact maps, is the 2-INTERVAL PATTERN problem restricted to f< ; Þ ð g-structured patterns as presented by Vialette [19] and Blin et al. [4] : Given a 2-interval set ðS; AÞ, where S is a set of intervals and A is a set of 2-interval pairs, it asks for a maximum-size 2-interval set ðS p ; A p Þ such that A p is f<; Þ ð g-structured and occurs in ðS; AÞ. 2-INTERVAL PATTERN is NP-hard, even when restricted to f< ; Þ ð g-structured patterns [4] A central open question of this section is to prove or disprove the conjecture that CMO restricted to f< ; Þ ð g-structured patterns is NP-hard [4] .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we describe experiments that have been conducted with a straightforward C implementation of the algorithm presented in this work. We use an extended version of the algorithm in which a set of k directly nested arcs in a contact map ðS; AÞ, i.e., a set of arcs ði; jÞ; ði þ 1; j À 1Þ; . . . ; ði þ k; j À kÞ is represented as a weight-k arc. In a protein structure, such a set of directly nested arcs is highly likely to represent a beta sheet, an element of protein secondary structure. Thus, this extension of the algorithm allows to incorporate information about beta sheets into the pattern.
Running times were measured on a Sun SunFire V100 with 1024MB of RAM under Solaris. The contact maps derived from entries of the PDB database are generated based on the distance between the c atoms of the protein sequence; the c atoms constitute the nodes of the elements of the contact map. Two c atoms share an arc if their distance is less than 5.5 A. A pattern of size m is implanted into a given contact map by randomly choosing the 2m endpoints of the pattern among the elements of the contact map.
To give an idea about the practical running times of the algorithm, we took measurements when running our implementation on contact maps into which we implanted a random pattern. We used two kinds of contact maps, in which the pattern was searched, random ones and ones derived from protein domain structures selected from the PDB database such that representatives from different structural classes and architectures [16] were included. Our results are displayed in Fig. 8 . We see that the algorithm can process contact maps containing several hundred arcs in acceptable running times (Fig. 8a) . Considering our results on contact maps which were derived from protein domain structures (Fig. 8b) , it turns out that they were less difficult to process than random contact maps. The reason lies in the fact that they are "more organized" than the random contact maps used here, therefore, more accessible to the heuristic improvements of the algorithm mentioned at the end of Section 3.4. In summary, the results show that the algorithm can efficiently process real protein structure data.
To give an idea about a realistic scenario in which the presented algorithm could be applied for structural classification of proteins, we investigated four examples of homologous protein domain superfamilies from the CATH database [16] . We chose, for each of these superfamilies, three protein domain structures from the superfamily and-by visual inspection-identified a significant f<; Þ ð g-structured contact map pattern shared by the three structures. Then, we used this pattern to classify structures, on the one hand, of protein domains listed in CATH as members of the superfamily, and of protein domains listed in CATH as nonmembers but as "structural relatives" of members. In difference to CATH, our classification thus merely relied on structural features and not on sequence similarity. The results of this experiment are displayed in Fig. 9 . The result shows that already using this straightforward approach allows a correct classification in most cases.
Investigating the Trefoil/Lectin superfamily more closely, we applied the approach described in Section 4 to determine the patterns which are shared among the investigated members of the superfamily and do not occur in the investigated nonmembers. By enumerating all patterns, we determine the "best" patterns, i.e., the ones for which the sum of false negatives (fn, absence in member of the superfamily) and false positives (fp, occurrence in nonmember) is minimal. Among all patterns of length 7 in which all arcs have weight one, the best pattern has 0 fp/14 fn. Among the patterns of length 6 in which arcs carry weights one or two, the best patterns have 3 fp/1 fn and 0 fp/5 fn. For patterns of weight 5 and arc weights ranging from one to three, we find three distinct patterns that have, under a certain weighting of arcs, 0 fn/1 fp. We also find five distinct patterns with 0 fn/2 fp (one of which was used in the experiments above), one with 1 fn/1 fp, and two with 0 fn/2 fp. In conclusion, we find that using weighted arcs, i.e., incorporating secondary structure information, is helpful in the classification. Otherwise, false positives are a problem if we deal with large protein domains which are likely to contain any f<; Þ ð g-structured pattern of small length.
These experiments sketch the proposed approach for an automated protein structure classification: In a first step, we determine the patterns shared by a known group (e.g., a superfamily in the CATH database) of protein structures. This information can be stored, for each protein structure, in a vector which records, for each pattern, whether the pattern does or does not occur in the structure. In the second step, we use the information of the first step for Fig. 9 . Using the algorithm for CMPM for classification of protein domain structures, following the classification provided by the CATH database. The length of the chosen pattern is denoted by m, #pos denotes the number of the investigated domains that are in CATH listed as members of the superfamily, and #neg denotes the number of investigated nonmembers. In our classification, we observed fp false positives and fn false negatives.
